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Fold

We (us) (I) (you) were (weren’t) (won’t) (will) a (the) (this) people (pointed sticks) (prime numbers) (purple patch) taut (tired) (tilied) (tight as fists) for (from) (frightened) (foaming) war (wet fish) (wet fist) (wet fear); the (those) (these) hills (hovering) (hollow) (high) (high) (high) (heated) (hardened) were (will not) (can not) (can) no (none) (neither) (normal) harder (holding) (heaving) (happy as barber’s poles) (hard hosts) (home)

I (we) won’t (will) the (those) (that) pointed (printed) (prattle) stick (stack) (steaming) (coal) (coal) tired (tilted) (hilltop) (hold) from (fear) (fear) (fear) (fear) (fear) (refute) wet (wash-off) (westerly) (unwound) those (this) (these) hovering (unheated) (unworn) (unbilleted) (unbound) will not (can’t) none (no more) holding (fingertip) (finger-stall) (finger-push) (thrust) look up (look up) unshaped (unsure) (uncertain) (unable) like us (fold) (fold) (fold) folded (fold).
Colon
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**Historians**

Historians’ output has increased
is increasing
a strict regimen might save us
ought to be diminished
corpulence useless
threatens the vital organs
much of it waste.

A strict regimen
and ought to be diminished
vulgarisations bloat bookshelves
threaten the vital organs
hypertrophy with learning
of learning with hypertrophy
of bookshelves with bloat
much of it is corpulence.

Academic fat clogs the bibliographies
and threatens the vital corpulence
is increasing and ought and otherwise
much of it imposes a starvation
much of it a strict taxpayer
ought to be bloat.

Revolted by the useless corpulence
we need much of it
writers who take pride and
writers who take pride and
writers who waste
patrons and taxpayers
and vulgarisations
Academic fat clogs the bloat
strict history ought to float

We need much of it
vital historians’ corporations
taxpayers, bibliographies,
learned bookshelves and bloat
writers who take pride and
ought to be diminished
the bloat and the vulgarisations
writers who take pride and
reviewers who take prisoners
writers who take pride and
reviewers who take prisoners
writers who take pride and
reviewers who take prisoners
writers who take pride and
reviewers who take prisoners
writers who take pride and
reviewers who take prisoners
writers who take pride and
reviewers who take prisoners
writers who take pride and
reviewers who take books

Much of it is waste
the historians ought the they then
slipshod
oh yes apoplexy
and how they
clog clog and bloat

The output they h’m
might might might
slip sl
The historians then will be vital
increase increased the they them
the historians
will write about it
yes they will.
Dw’i ddim yn deall
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Fix-up

*Mabinogion Translations*

He made for the court in the court he could
aye said Pwll to the court the court and they spent
maiden wilt whatever boon
the court hosts and dominions
what is here? a badger a court
the men of the court to feel heaviness
awoke born lady not the court the chamber
at the door lo a horse court here the wld
court catch you fix-up bile racially
the court crt cart will repay thee raised fit
daughter gwyn gohoyw ap gloyw wally lydan
ap casnar court wledig seisyllwch of the high branch rit
mst grac graze nn mor morrow th tend tenderness
the diz ss till there affection affection retinue
rrr llll land
Rev (again)
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deception

lost

doesn’t much mat
who re
any

missing sections: eptive, ad, way, ocked, lettes, letter, listener, letterer.
William Burroughs goes to Rio for a new face. It’s a brilliant piece of plastic surgery, makes him look like a taller JFK. He’s so proud getting off the airliner at New York’s Dextromorphine that the bullet coming at him smiles a little itself before going in. It makes shotgun art on the 747’s side. Could have been anyone Burroughs’s mouth says while his Brooks’ suit body slumps el hombre invisible cover blown. In Lawrence, Kansas when John F finally slides into the earth the West thinks it’s lost a city in the red night. And it has.
Once You Know Where To Point

I’m falling through the door
at high pressure and not
stopping to do anything but
check the light on the answerphone.
The high heat of the yard the tubs needing
gallons at least the hallway has
a trail of leaf-flakes like bits of skin.
I can feel the damp in my lower back
grow up a map of India.
I work the oven with its
roaring fan and gargled heat.
There are no spaces anywhere
but the past. Burroughs took
his future into the garden and
shot-gunned it faster than de Kooning.
“Once you know where to point,
all you have to do is get out of the way
and let this thing happen.”
In the dark later I collect the cybertrash
from the system and it’s there, folded-in,
about a half line long.
El hombre Invisible now invisible.
In a way always was.
Pantycelyn: The Tools & Things Version

(after D Gwenallt Jones)

Aaa aa aa aaaa aaaa’a aaaa, aaaaaa a Aaa,
Aa aa aa aaaa aarr rr Rrrrrr Rrrr,
Rr rrrrrr rrrrrrrr Rr Rrrrreeeeee Ee
Ee eeeee eeeeee ee Eeee eeeeeeii iii:
Iiiii ii Iiiii ii Ii iiiii, i’i iyyyy
Yy yyyyy yyyyy’y yyyyy y’yyyy y’yyyy yywww,
Ww ww Ww Wwww Ww www, Ww Wwww d’d dddd
D dddd, d dddd dddd dddd d nnnn.
Gwniadur, teipiadur, berwedydd, pibell,
ysgrafell, melin, cribin, clustog, bidog,
crafwr, tynnwr, golchwr, gobennydd, dyschydd
N nnnnnnn, n nnnnnnnn nngg g ggggg,
Ggg ggggg gttt t tttt, tttt tttt t tttt
Llllllll, ll ll loooookkoooooo, ooo offff
F fffffff dd ddd ddd ddd d Dddddd,
D’c cccc ccc ccss ssss s ssshhh h hhhu
U’u uuuu ubbbb bbccchchc hchm mmrrhh âââff Llp.
Wonderful Life

A t r Feench

A t r Feench, 19 S uthwonderful lifeeenst r R d, R th, Crdeeff CF2 5T